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Success seems to be connected with action. Successful people keep 
moving. They make mistakes, but they don’t quit. 

~ Conrad Hilton 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Research and Refinements  
 
 
We spent the last module leveraging the Internet to data mine for your 

like-minded peers and your strategic audience.  You identified 8-10 like-

minded service providers and came up with a list of places where you 

could find your strategic audience online and locally. We are now going 

to move into ways you might engage them into a conversation so you test 

out your thinking to date and gain the information and feedback you 

need to be effective in your marketing endeavors.  Let’s begin by talking 

about what it means to do Active Research. 
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Active Research = Active Learning = Active Listening 

 

Notice the common denominator for each part of the equation is ACTIVE. 

People hear the word “research” and think, oh great! I can sit at my 

computer and get everything I need. Not So! The Internet is a great place 

to start and can give you a solid foundation on which to build your 

research, but here is the real secret: 

 

ACTIVE RESEARCH Requires Real Conversations 

 

It may feel risky taking your ideas and your Signature Solution out into the 

world, but true feedback from the prospective audience you seek – and 

the people who currently serve them – is the single best research practice 

at your disposal.  And the very best way to find them and learn from them 

is through active research and interviews.  

 

Active Research means you are actively talking to and interviewing 

people with direct knowledge of your potential audience: either they are 

your strategic audience or they serve your audience. The most valuable 

information you obtain will come from these sources and these types of 

engagements. That’s why interviewing as many of these people as 
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possible and from both the audience and the people who serve them is 

so important – you’ll have a much fuller picture and that will help you to 

get the clarity you need to move forward with confidence that:  

 

1. You have the right audience  

2. You have the right offerings 

3. You are using the right language to speak about your offer 

 

Active Research is at it’s best when you are actively learning from your 

interviewee by listening TO THEM.  And to do that, you must actively 

engage them through the power of inquiry and that means active and 

deep listening.  

 

 

Here are some tips:  

 

Tip #1: Active Listening  

As you interview your audience, you are going to ask powerful questions 

and most important actively listen to their responses. Active listening is a 

process where you not only listen to the response, but what that 

information is telling you. Here are a few key considerations: 
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• Did your question land? If not how else might you ask it?  

• Do you understand their response or do you need to ask a clarifying 

question?  

• Did the response feel like there was something they weren’t saying? 

You might need to probe and ask them to help you to understand 

from another perspective if you don’t feel like you’ve fully grasped 

what they are saying. 

• After hearing what they shared, what else might you need to ask? 

By listening deeply to their answers, you can shape your follow-up 

questions in a way that helps reveal the information you most want 

from them. 

 

By actively listening to the person you are interviewing, you are going to 

get the kind of information that you really want. Instead of a surface 

answer like – “Yes, I like what you have to offer” you are looking to 

deepen your understanding to why they like it, what is attracting them to 

it, what isn’t valuable or understood by them.  You want clarity and 

validation that what you are saying is resonating and that there is true 

interest. Your friends are not good for this because they are biased. They 

can’t be neutral to your ideas therefore their responses although they can 

feel either really good or not-so-good aren’t a valid source for doing this 

kind of research.  
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Tip #2: Build Trust  

The most important thing about interviewing others is to establish trust and 

rapport. The more trust and rapport you build, the more you’ll be able to 

discover from your conversations. What I’m talking about is the more you’ll 

be able to engage them and to ask them – because they’ll naturally 

want to help you. Think of it as you are creating relationship vs. performing 

a transaction. 

 

To Build Trust and Rapport  

1.) Introduce yourself as a newer business owner or someone that is 

creating a new product or service.  

2.) Acknowledge that they would be very valuable to speak with for a 

few minutes. And that you recognize their time is valuable. 

3.) Ask if they would be willing to offer you some feedback on your 

new business. Be honest that you are performing some initial market 

research and you are not there to sell them. And DO NOT SELL TO 

THEM. You’ll be breaking trust. If they ask about your services, share 

without going into a sales pitch, and if they seem interested, get 

their contact information – you can let them know you’ll notify them 

when your doors are open. 
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4.) If they say no, ask then if they know someone else in the group or 

room that might be a good person to talk to and thank them for the 

time they’ve already given you. If they say yes: 

5.) Let them know you have a few questions and that you see them as 

the expert: you are there to learn from them. Reaffirm that their 

feedback is valuable to you. 

 

Interviewing Your Specific Audience  

It’s important to know that you being you is more important then having 

the perfect sales script. Before you go out and speak to people the very 

best thing you can do to set yourself up for success is decide what you 

really want to learn first and then be prepared to have a conversation 

with that goal in mind. You want answers to your biggest questions – the 

ones that you are asking yourself! 

 

Sample Script: 

 “I’m in the process of starting-up a new business (or expanding an existing 

one) and I’m focusing on serving ____________(Name of your Strategic 

Audience). In particular I’m looking to solve these problems/create these 

opportunities or enhancements…”  I’ve created a solution that helps  
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people who struggle with _____________________________ (top of mind 

problem) _________________________________. I’m hoping for about 5 

minutes of your time. Would you be able to give me some feedback on 

this?”  

 

If they say no, then thank them and ask if they know anyone else in the 

room that might be someone you should speak to. No sense in trying to 

squeeze out information from someone who isn’t willing or interested in 

helping you.  

 

If they say yes, then ask the questions that if answered would give you the 

most confidence in both your Signature Solution and/or Spiral Business 

Matrix. This is where you’ll want to have 5-6 questions of your own. 

 

Here are a few examples: 

• After hearing what I just shared about my offerings, what feedback 

might you give me? 

• What is resonating?  

• What questions do you have about what I’m saying? 

• What is unclear? 
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All of these above questions are designed to see how clear you are in 

presenting your Signature Solution. And, as mentioned before you really 

want to ask and then more importantly LISTEN.  Do they get what you are 

talking about? Do they seem interested? What are they telling you that 

might be helpful to pay attention to? 

 

Next you want to enroll them into helping you discover their “problem or 

opportunity language” so that you can speak directly to your strategic 

audience in your marketing using the exact words and phrases they do to 

name what it is that they want or don’t want.  It’s the difference between 

saying I help people with self-esteem issues vs. I help people to gain 

confidence.  The words come with a similar feeling, but one feels more 

positive and attractive. 

 

Here are some sample questions: 

• How does the name of my solution land with you? 

• How else might you name it? 

• How does the way I describe the problem or opportunity land with 

you? Any suggestions? 
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If the words you are using to name a problem or opportunity don't exactly 

resonate. Take notice. There might be a better way to say what you want 

to say, and if it resonates more with your strategic market – that’s a bonus! 

The next thing to learn is what is really underneath the problem they want 

to solve or the opportunity they want to create. That is what do they really 

want “beyond” solving the problem or creating the opportunity? 

 

Here are types of questions you might ask: 

• Have you or someone you know ever had this problem? 

• If so, what would be the value of having it solved? 

• What would they be able to do if that problem was gone? 

• How might someone feel if that problem was gone? 

• Have you or someone you know wanted this opportunity? 

• If so, why would it be important them to be able to 

do/have/feel/be this opportunity? 

• If that opportunity was in place, what would be possible? 
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What you are looking for are the results they are ultimately seeking, so as 

they respond, listen for what they want to:  

• Have 

• Feel 

• Be able to do 

• Be able to become  

…once their problem is solved or the opportunity is created.   

 

Next let’s explore something that is critical, the pain or problem that they 

really want to solve by going even deeper.  Start by backtracking what 

they said they wanted so they feel heard, then ask:  

 

• What would it cost someone with this problem if it never got solved? 

• What’s at risk if someone who wanted this opportunity never got it? 

 

What you are looking for is the big problem – or pain that will prevail if the 

presenting problem isn’t address. What’s the long-term affect or cost for 

this problem.  And if you are using opportunity language then you are 

looking for what will happen if that opportunity never comes. 
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At this point, you’ll want to be wrapping up the conversation. Remember 

this is your first initial research so keep it succinct, because you’ll be doing 

more research later. 

 

You might say something like this in closing: 

Lastly, “I really appreciate your time and the gift that you’ve given to me. 

Do you know someone else who is like you that I might speak to? I’d love 

to speak to a few more people before the night is over.” If they say no, 

then thank them again, if they say yes, ask them to introduce you to this 

person in the room.  This will get you to the next person and make for a 

nice transition from one person to the next. 

 

Remember for your Strategic Audience you are looking for: 

1.) People that have spent or would spend money on services like 

yours  

2.) People who have the problem you solve that would benefit from 

your services but may not know solutions like yours exist 

3.) People have the problem and are actively looking for a solution 

 

Bypass anyone who does not fit into any of these three categories, 

meaning skip the people who don’t care about the problem, don’t have 
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the problem or just refuse to invest in themselves with this kind of 

opportunity. 

 

For those who do meet your criteria, be open, receptive and curious 

about what they have to say. You will learn a lot! 

 

And ultimately you want the answers to the questions YOU HAVE about 

your offering.  You want to learn if what you are thinking is going to 

resonate with your strategic audience, if you are using the right language 

to speak to them about it and most important the words they appear to 

be most magnetized by.  That is the language they resonate the most with 

as you speak about your Signature Solution and business offerings.  

 

Finding and Interviewing Your Strategic Allies  

Your next step is to speak to people who serve your specific audience. 

Consider interviewing both people who are direct competitors as well as 

those who serve the same audience as you but in a different way. Those 

who have been in business for a while and who have served your 

particular audience have the advantage of knowing that audience very 

well. They will serve as a great resource for you if you take the time to  
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reach out to them. The process may feel a little easier, because you are 

going to come in as someone who interested in their services and 

approach.  

 

In interviewing these people, the following questions will be helpful: 

 

• Tell me about your services/products 

• Who comes to you for help? 

• Why would I want to use your solutions? 

• What makes you distinct? 

• What results can you produce? 

• Why should I choose your solution? 

 

You can formulate further questions around the following: 

 

• What problems they solve 

• What opportunities they create 

• What enhancements they make 

• Who they work with 

• How they help them 

• What their audience is looking for 

• Why they believe is their solution 
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Refining Your Signature Solution 

Once your initial research is done, it’s time to refine your Signature 

Solution. 

 

Taking what you have learned from your research and interviews, how 

does this inform or alter your Signature Solution? 

 

-‐ Are you speaking to the right strategic audience? 

-‐ Are the problems and opportunities you’ve identified what your 

strategic audience really desires or wants to overcome? 

-‐ Is the ultimate end result what they really want? 

-‐ Is the language you are using clear? Concise? In their language? 

 

How does what you are learning from these people inform what you are 

offering? 

 

In looking at other like minds, whose messages worked the best and why? 

How does that reflect or influence your own Signature Solution? What 

might make it even better? 

 

With the people who fit your strategic audience, did their problems, 

desired outcomes or end results mirror what you offer in your Signature 
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Solution? If not, how might you shift your Signature Solution to better speak 

to them? Or did you potentially learn that your Strategic Audience 

actually differs from who you originally thought they would be? How so? 

Who is your newly-defined Strategic Audience? 

 

Round Two: Sharing Your Signature Solution 

Once you have refined your Signature Solution to the point where you are 

either satisfied, stumped or just ready for feedback, share what you are 

doing with others and gauge how people respond. Specifically, you want 

to share your Signature Solution with the same kinds of people as you 

interviewed the first time around: people who fit your specific audience, 

and people who are either competitors or serve the same audience. The 

people you share your Signature Solution with do not need to be the 

exact same people you interviewed but they can be if you so choose. 

 

How to ask for feedback: 

 

“Would you be willing to give me feedback on my business offerings? I 

would like to share with you my 30-second commercial and see how it 

lands.”   
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If they answer yes, tell them: 

1. What you do 

2. Who you do it with and why 

3. Your Signature Solution 

 

Listen to their feedback. Most people will give you a lot! 

Important Key: The most effective people at soliciting feedback are those 

who pay attention to the responses they get: they don’t assume that what 

they are saying is working or landing. They pay attention both to verbal 

and nonverbal clues when they engage the other person: 

 

• What is their body language? Are they leaning in, focused, 

distracted? 

• What is their emotional response? Are they engaged, excited, 

interested, enticed, bored, confused? 

• Are they asking questions? 

• If they are curious, what are they curious about? 

 

Once you have tried your Signature Solution out on people, you may 

need to go through several iterations of refinement until you land on a 

way to say it that creates the response you are looking for. In doing your 

refinements, here are some helpful focal points: 
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• If people were confused, what confused them? What would 

make it clearer? 

• If people were uninterested, did they tell you why? If they 

couldn’t see the link between your solution and their problem, 

how can you strengthen that link? 

• If they were enticed or excited, at what point did they engage? 

How can you emphasize that? 

• If they were curious, what were they curious about? How might 

you incorporate that? 

 

Once your refinements are in place, you now have a Signature Solution 

that will, by its very power, begin to draw the very people you are meant 

to work with. Finding the best way to speak to them so they know you are 

speaking to them and what matters to them will be an important 

component to your success! 

 

The key is this happens in layers and over time. Be patient with yourself 

and the process.  

 

 


